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    Today's Topics: 
 
    Some big news in the past couple weeks. 
     

1) Two Venus mission Discovery proposals are one step closer to reality DAVINCI+ and VERITAS  
have made it to step-2. 

    2) The Venus strategic documents were presented to SMD at NASA HQ 
    3) Exoplanets In ouR Backyard workshop was a tremendous success 
    4) NASA is looking for more Artemis generation astronauts 
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    As relayed by Tommy Thompson: 
     
    https://www.nasa.gov/press-release/nasa-selects-four-possible-missions-to-study-the-secrets-of-the-
solar-system 
     
    Good News - Discovery Missions selected for Mission Concept Studies are: 
     
    DAVINCI+ (Deep Atmosphere Venus Investigation of Noble gases, Chemistry, and Imaging Plus) 
     
    DAVINCI+ will analyze Venus? atmosphere to understand how it formed, evolved and determine 
whether Venus ever had an ocean. DAVINCI+ plunges through Venus? inhospitable atmosphere to 
precisely measure its composition down to the surface. The instruments are encapsulated within a 
purpose-built descent sphere to protect them from the intense environment of Venus. The ?+? in 
DAVINCI+ refers to the imaging component of the mission, which includes cameras on the descent 
sphere and orbiter designed to map surface rock-type. The last U.S.-led, in-situ mission to Venus was in 
1978. The results from DAVINCI+ have the potential to reshape our understanding of terrestrial planet 
formation in our solar system and beyond. James Garvin of NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center in 
Greenbelt, Maryland, is the principal investigator. Goddard would provide project management. 
     
    And 
     
    VERITAS (Venus Emissivity, Radio Science, InSAR, Topography, and Spectroscopy) 
     
    VERITAS would map Venus? surface to determine the planet?s geologic history and understand why 
Venus developed so differently than the Earth. Orbiting Venus with a synthetic aperture radar, VERITAS 
charts surface elevations over nearly the entire planet to create three-dimensional reconstructions of 
topography and confirm whether processes, such as plate tectonics and volcanism, are still active on 
Venus. VERITAS would also map infrared emissions from the surface to map Venus? geology, which is 
largely unknown. Suzanne Smrekar of NASA?s Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) in Pasadena, California, is 
the principal investigator. JPL would provide project management. 
     
    Both missions have posters at the upcoming LPSC meeting, and will be giving short introduction talks 
at the VEXAG Town Hall (Wednesday noon). 
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    The VEXAG Chair and Deputy presented the updated 2019 Venus strategic Documents to PSD Director 
Lori Glaze, to positive response. You can download the documents fom the VEXAG website. 
     
    https://www.lpi.usra.edu/vexag/ 
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    The Exoplanets in Our Backyard meeting was held February 5-7. A total of 111 participants registered, 
and attendance exceeded expectations. A number of e-posters are already up, but nearly all 
presentations from the program as well as recordings of the main sessions will be on the meeting 
website in the coming weeks. Additionally, a recording of the public talk by Emily Lakdawalla of the 
Planetary Society will also be linked there. 
     
    Follow on actions and plans for a next meeting in 2021-2 are in the works. 
     
    https://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/exoplanets2020/ 
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    From HQ: 
    https://www.nasa.gov/astronauts 
     
    As NASA prepares to launch American astronauts this year on American rockets from American soil to 
the International Space Station ? with an eye toward the Moon and Mars ? the agency is announcing it 
will accept applications March 2 to 31 for the next class of Artemis<http://www.nasa.gov/artemis> 
Generation astronauts. 
     
    Since the 1960s, NASA has selected 350 people to train as astronaut candidates for its increasingly 
challenging missions to explore space. With 48 astronauts in the active astronaut corps, more will be 
needed to crew spacecraft bound for multiple destinations and propel exploration forward as part of 
Artemis missions and beyond. 
     
    ?We?re celebrating our 20th year of continuous presence aboard the International Space Station in 
low-Earth orbit this year, and we’re on the verge of sending the first woman and next man to the Moon 
by 2024, said NASA Administrator Jim Bridenstine.  For the handful of highly talented women and men 
we will hire to join our diverse astronaut corps, it’s an incredible time in human spaceflight to be an 
astronaut. We?’re asking all eligible Americans if they have what it to takes to apply beginning March 
2nd. 
     
    The basic requirements to apply include United States citizenship and a master’s degree in a STEM 
field, including engineering, biological science, physical science, computer science, or mathematics, from 
an accredited institution. The requirement for the master’s degree can also be met by: 
     
      *   Two years (36 semester hours or 54 quarter hours) of work toward a Ph.D. program in a related 
science, technology, engineering or math field; 
      *   A completed doctor of medicine or doctor of osteopathic medicine degree; 
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      *   Completion (or current enrollment that will result in completion by June 2021) of a nationally 
recognized test pilot school program. 
     
    Candidates also must have at least two years of related, progressively responsible professional 
experience, or at least 1,000 hours of pilot-in-command time in jet aircraft. Astronaut candidates must 
pass the NASA long-duration spaceflight physical. 
     
    Americans may apply to #BeAnAstronaut at: 
     
    www.usajobs.gov<http://www.usajobs.gov/> 
     
    As part of the application process, applicants will, for the first time, be required to take an online 
assessment that will require up to two hours to complete. 
     
    After completing training, the new astronauts could launch on American rockets and spacecraft 
developed for NASA’s Commercial Crew Program to live and work aboard the International Space 
Station, 250 miles above Earth, where they will take part in experiments that benefit life at home and 
prepare us for more distant exploration. 
     
    They may also launch on NASA’s powerful new Space Launch System rocket and Orion spacecraft, 
docking the spacecraft at the Gateway in lunar orbit before taking a new human landing system to the 
Moon?s surface. After returning humans to the Moon in 2024, NASA plans to establish sustainable lunar 
exploration by 2028. Gaining new experiences on and around the Moon will prepare NASA to send the 
first humans to Mars in the mid-2030s. 
     
    NASA expects to select the new class of astronaut candidates in mid-2021 to begin training as the next 
class of Artemis Generation astronauts. 
     
    For more information about a career as a NASA astronaut, and application requirements, visit: 
     
     
    http://www.nasa.gov/astronauts 
     
 


